DRAFT UNOLS 2017 Ship Scheduling Meeting Agenda (ver2_2mar)
March 24-25, 2016
Mtg Location: R/V Sikuliaq

Scripps Institution of Oceanography MARFAC- 297 Rosecrans St., San Diego, CA
Mtg Time: 0830-1630 on Thursday
0830-1200 on Friday

Confirmed Participants
Rose Dufour/NSF                Jeff Rupert/LDEO
Rachel Orange/NSF              Stewart Lamerdin/OSU
Tim Schnoor/ONR                Doug Ricketts/UMN & SSC Chair
Mike Prince/ONR                Rich Behn/RSMAS- SSC Chair-elect
Tom Peltzer/NOAA              Alan Hilton/UH
Megan Raymond/NOAA            Tom Glennon/URI
Jeff Jenner/NOAA              Eric Benway/WHOI
Jon Alberts/UNOLS             Murray Stein/UAH
Liz Brenner/SIO               Doug Baird/UAH
Zoltan Kelety/SIO             Matthew Erickson/USAP
Doug Russell/UW

Topics for Discussion
• General Comments by NSF, ONR, NOAA for 2017
• MOSA Update and Inspector General Reviews
• R/V Neil Armstrong & R/V Sally Ride into service, R/V Knorr and R/V Melville disposition
• R/V Thomas G. Thompson midlife refit- timeline, length, out of service dates
• R/V Roger Revelle- mid-life outlook and tentative schedule as it impacts global schedules
• R/V Kilo Moana Control System
• INSURV Requirements & Inspection Schedule- Planned Shipyard Periods
• Deferred Programs from 2016-
• 2017 Funded and Pending Program spreadsheet review taken from the STRS system
• U.S. Repeat Hydrography, CLIVAR, other Large Programs, including dual ship ops in 2017
• Office of Polar Programs requests for UNOLS ship time in 2017
• Neptune Canada requests for UNOLS ship time in 2017
• Ocean Observatory- OOI legs in 2017
• Review of First Letters of Intent by Schedulers for 2017 including shipyard periods, transits, inspections, end ports.